1989 civic hatchback

There were few changes in the Honda Civic lineup. Perhaps the phrase, "why mess with a good
thing," was ringing in the ears of the Honda executives. One notable change was that the Civic
Si hatchback was re-created and now came with a moon roof and the wicked CRX Si engine
which this year was increased to hp. In fact, it's that engine that had people abuzz, and even Hot
Rod magazine â€” of all places â€” carried a big piece about the '89 Civic, saying that it
"combines the intimidation factor of a rusty Yugo with the styling flair of a rubber doorstop. It
seemed that the Civics had certainly come of age, and were being modified by a loyal crowd of
auto enthusiasts to become "stealth" muscle cars. Ryan its cool i fucked a bitch in the back
seat needs to be more comfy. Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of
top rankings. I have a a Honda Civic si car runs great but my heater won't work. Average user
score. Based on 46 reviews. Great Little Car by Derek. Awesome Car! Updated Sep 5, by
Anonymous. What's your take on the Honda Civic? Report Ryan its cool i fucked a bitch in the
back seat needs to be more comfy. Have you driven a Honda Civic? Rank This Car. Cars
compared to Honda Civic. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite
Favorite. Honda Civic Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Honda Civic to Related Models. Select Year In , the Honda
Civic was significantly redesigned for model year The suspension had a radical re-configuration
with double wishbone suspension in the front and an independent suspension in the rear,
wheelbase was increased to The front suspension incorporates an extended hub carrier, so the
upper arm is relatively short. The base model of the fourth generation Civic had a 1. In Japan
the base version received a 1. This engine, in the same state of tune, was also available in the
commercial version of the Shuttle, sold simply as the "Honda Pro" initially. The 1. Those
engines were available in the Japanese-market 25X and 25XT. But there was more to come, and
in late the new top model of the hatchback was the new SiR , fitted with the 1. This, the first B
engine, marked the introduction of Honda's variable valve timing and electronic lift control
technology, or VTEC. By providing two different camshaft profilesâ€”one for fuel economy, one
for performanceâ€”the VTEC engines set a high-revving, naturally aspirated precedent for
future performance variants of the Honda Civic. In Japan, automatic-equipped SiR Civics also
received the lower-powered engine. The wagon, known in Japan as the Civic Shuttle, continued
to be built until The commercial-use model was called the "Honda Pro"; it was replaced by a
dedicated commercial delivery van called the Honda Partner starting with model year In , the
Civic had a light facelift. Some things that changed were the front bumper design, the front
corner lights no longer had the two screws on the outside, the gauge cluster cover shape
slightly changed, tail light units design changed, side moldings became thinner, and most
American Civics received automatic seat belts due to changes in federal highway safety law.
The sedan and wagon featured powered automatic shoulder belts that retracted from the b-pillar
to a position halfway down the a-pillar when the door was open, while the hatchback received a
standard style shoulder and lap belt mechanism that was attached to the door and was intended
to remain buckled at all times. While this setup did satisfy the federal regulations, the front
doors had to be opened very wide to allow access between the belt and the seat. Many Civic
owners used the door mounted belts just as they would pillar mounted belts, buckling and
unbuckling as necessary. The base model with the lowest price and lowest standard vinyl seats
interior, instrumentation, engine output and transmission. It was only available as a hatchback.
Manual transmissions were 4-speed. Automatic four-speed transmission was also available. The
DX was available as either a sedan or hatchback. And unlike the LX, the DX sedan came with
plain black bumper covers rather than the color matching bumper covers of the LX. DX
hatchbacks had matching bumper covers. Seats were cloth in all DX Civics. A four speed
automatic was optional. Available only as a Sedan, this had a higher level interior with
tachometer instrumentation, electric windows, electric door locks, electric door mirrors, clock
and wheel covers as standard. It also had upgraded brakes on the front with The had a higher
geared steering rack - 3. This was the sportiest US market Civic, only available as a hatchback.
There was no power steering and no automatic transmission available except in Canada.
Additional options were air conditioning and fog lights, as well as the different Honda Genuine
Accessory alloy wheels. Compared to the previous generation, the Civic Si saw an improvement
in handling, in part due to the double-wishbone suspension at all four corners and lower wind
drag due to the sleeker body shape. As with all other trims, the Civic Si received a slight visual
upgrade in late , featuring revised bumpers and tail lights. Due to the difference in engine output
and modification potential between the American and JDM models, the second-generation Si
sparked a popular trend of engine swapping , where tuners would replace the D-series power
plant with a more powerful B-series motor. RT4WD wagons had white steel wheels with
matching center caps. This body style remained in production until February 21, , when it was
replaced by the Honda Orthia and professional use Honda Partner , sold only in Japan. All

weights listed in this table are in lbs. For most of Europe, the base model was the 1. The
sporting European 1. In Europe the SiR was called 1. These top models were equipped with the
VTEC system. In South Africa, it was sold under the Honda Ballade branding. Despite its image
as an economical vehicle, the fourth-generation hatchback became popular in near stock SCCA
autocross competition. Fourth-generation Civic hatchbacks became famous among Honda Civic
enthusiasts due to their lightweight design and formidable suspension layout. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article: Honda Civic. Retrieved Archived from the
original on Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda
Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda Civic Cars introduced in s cars. Hidden categories:
CS1 Japanese-language sources ja Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
June Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Honda Civic third generation. Honda Civic fifth
generation. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Civic Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty
Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF.
Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe.
Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord
Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV
Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3.
Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Search
Studies. Used Cars. Honda Civic. Cars Owners Keep the Longest. Most Popular Cars in See
more studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Dealer Rating:. Location: Casa Grande, AZ Get
email alerts for price drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like to view the
latest search results? Zip Code Required X. What is the average price for Honda Civic? How
many are for sale and priced below market? Price of Honda Civic by Trim. Other Honda Civic
Years. Honda Civic Trims. Others also viewed these Models Keep me posted on new listings X.
Email me new car listings and price drops matching this search:. Email Please specify correct
email. By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track price drops for
this car X. Email me when the price of this listing drops:. Please specify correct email. Email me
for all future saved listings. The search has been saved X. The search has been saved. Would
you like to get email alerts for new listings and price drops for the search? Subscribe No. Used
Honda Civic Base. Used Honda Civic DX. Used Honda Civic LX. Used Honda Civic Si. Used
Honda Civic Wagovan. This Honda Civic may not be on the top of your collector car bucket list,
but this little hatchback will appeal to plenty of gearheads and is probably the best example of a
fourth generation Civic on the road today. During that time Honda produced some of the most
efficient, simple, reliable and attractive cars on the road. Several models of the Civic were
available, this car is a DX which is one level above the very basic Civic STD which had vinyl
seats, lower horsepower and a 4-speed transmission. The DX was a little better equipped with
92 HP, 5-speed transmission and cloth seats. The condition is what sets this car apart from the
rest, it looks brand new from the pictures. The interior is pristine from the seats down to the
floormats. As you would expect, mileage is low at 40, The car has always been in a garage,
never been in snow and only in rain twice! Under the hood is a 1. If the timing belt is original I
would replace it simply due to age. It may have been done already but the seller does not
mention it. The price may seem a little steep for a year-old commuter car but when is the last
time you have seen one in this condition. Hopefully, this car will go to someone that will use it
while maintaining its high level of preservation. HS class of hereâ€¦Feeling even older after that
feature! What would one do with it if they pay 9k? These have street cred despite hp. I hated
how he abused that car. It was my favorite car until it was rear-ended and nearly totaled by a
poorly-maintained Cadillac. The thin pillars and low sills made the interior feel like a small plane
cockpit. It rode fairly softly but cornered hard and got great mileage. Good luck getting the
asking price. I bought a new with a four speed on April Fools Day of that year. Best damned car
I ever owned. If I knew I would keep it for a quarter of a century I would have sprung for the
cloth seats and the air. I have owned five Hondas since, other cars too, but the Hondas are our
reliable daily drivers. Never once in the shop for a thing except maint.!! And the next owner
drove it for almost 10 more years. That being said, I squeezed my fat butt in the back of one of
these for a trip, from St Louis, to Bismarck, S. I set in it side ways for the first miles, but rented
my own car in Kansas City and drove myself the rest of the way. What I am saying these are not
for an old Fat man!!!!! Big Mike, one of the things I enjoy about Barn Finds is when others share
their personal stories about the featured cars. Your story was short but sweetâ€¦thank you for
sharing Big Mike. Trying to understand how an appliance grade an excellent appliance car gets

the sports car treatment in a town where you have to drive to do things. Winters in Florida? My
friend, had an 88 CRV with the four speed automatic. He loved it until the insurance carriers
tried to reclassify it as a sports car about three or four years in. Another Class off 89 alumni
here. I never had one of these, but I had several friends with these and the CRX equivalent. I was
still a big V8 guy at the time, but respected these roller skates for being dependable and good
handling cars that also got great gas mileage. I liked them so much that when looking for a
commuter car, I was given the opportunity to pick up a 91 Integra RS with an auto trans UGH!
Unfortunately, the blown head gasket turned out to be caused by a stripped head bolt. I sold it
when I bought a new Cobalt SS turbo and almost immediately regretted it. The price is a little
too high! Both were sweet! If this one was priced about I might consider it. I currently drive a
pristine 89 std model with the 4 speed and vinyl seats. It has k miles on it and is all original. At
almost 32 years old it is still dependable enough to drive to work every day. Not a high tech
disposable car like the new ones, and easy to work on. Also have k miles on it. It is also pristine
condition as well. Last year rock auto made it one of their featured magnets. If you order parts
from them, then you may get one in your package. Fun to drive is the best way to describe
them. I have DX automatic with 53, Pristine and stock. Lives inside my garage waxed and
pampered. Will keep it to the end of my days. Don't post your car for sale in the comments.
Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting.
Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an
account? Log in. Barn Finds. More: Honda Civic Hatchback. Like This? Get Our Daily Email.
Comments John m leyshon Member. Will Fox. Big Mike. Brad Member. Bismarck is in North
Dakota. Royal Ricci. Louis Chen. Jeff Jerkins. Andrew Restrepo. Recent Finds Dual Quads?
Field Find: Chevrolet Suburban. Rare Fins: Cadillac Eldorado Seville. Frequency: Daily. Get
Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn
Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View
Limit Reached! Honda 's reputation for building uncommonly well-engineered affordable cars
can trace its roots back decades, and the brand's fans will point to different eras and claim
supremacy for each. The truth is, almost every Honda product upholds this perception, and the
fourth-generation Civic is no exception. It may even be one of those Hondas that fanatics hold
up on a pedestal, and should you want to mainline the essence of what makes Hondas so
special, the sporty Civic Si hatchback sold between and is among the best options. The
fourth-generation Civic appeared for with a heavy redesign that included smooth, clean styling
and an attractively low beltline. Honda fitted every Civic with a double-wishbone front
suspensionâ€”sophisticated stuff even today, particularly for an economy carâ€”and an
independent rear suspension. There were sedan, hatchback, and tall wagon body styles also the
Civic CRX coupe , along with a raft of four-cylinder engine options. A year after the standard
model's launch, the Civic Si hatchback appeared, and it built on the Si format first applied to the
previous Civic generation starting in , which followed the semi-Si Civic S. Just as before, the
Civic Si was distinguished from lesser Civics by way of fuel injection. At the time, most Civics
remained carbureted or had throttle-body fuel injection. Standard equipment was generous for
the time and included a tachometer oh boy! A few standard items, such as the body-color
bumpers and a passenger door mirror, might leave you scratching your head today. Back in the
late s and early '90s, though, economy cars were very much that still, and most had
dark-colored plastic bumpers and trim and lacked extraneous things such as a passenger door
mirror, power windows, or even air conditioning. Speaking of which, options on the Civic Si
included air conditioning and fog lights. The Si made do with manual steering without power
assist, and Honda didn't offer an automatic transmission in America, although one was
available in other markets. One such market was Canada, where this white '91 Civic Si hails
from. This example is being auctioned on Bringatrailer. Luckily, this one has the manual
transmission, a Honda strength, in addition to snappy handling and slick engineering. If you
didn't live through this era, you'll have to take our word for it as to how vastly far ahead of the
competition Honda was in Line up the Civic of that era against any domestic small car, and
things weren't even close: The Hondas were built to a higher standard, with consistent fits and
panel gaps, and the cars drove with a sophistication American economy cars couldn't touch.
Sure, the Honda cost a little more, but you are also more likely to come across one of these
Civics today than, say, a Ford Escort of the same vintage. This was and remains a key appeal of
Honda products. That said, many Civics from over the years have since been poorly modified
and trashed, which
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is what makes the white car you see here so special. It's unmolested, giving us a clear view of
the fourth-gen Civic's simple, effective design, and high-quality construction. While Honda
purists would sooner swap the Si's D16A6 four-cylinder for a later, more powerful B-series
motor, we've rarely met a Honda engine we didn't like. The D-series promises smooth, if
leisurely performance; redline is marked at 6, rpm in the '91 Si, and the car is lightweightâ€”you
don't really need any more power to have fun in this Civic. Nor do you need the distraction of
any frills. Just look at this Si, which lacks power windows the rears manually "pop out" like a
minivan's rear quarter glass and much else inside. You just get in and drive and drive, and drive
while enjoying good fuel economy and the sense of satisfaction that Honda didn't charge
enough for the ostensibly humble Civic when it was new. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. That's all you need. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

